
2014  Les Dames conference in Boston…The Best Begins in Boston…was the theme. 

In our welcome packet/swag bag was a  listing of all things that were done FIRST in Boston.   The Dames 

started with the oldest “first “and listed 75 different and diverse milestones.     For this article I have extracted 

only the ones that have a “Culinary Connection” to share. 

 1621: First Thanksgiving Feast- 

In 1621, the Plymouth colonists and Wampanoag Indians shared an autumn harvest feast that is 

acknowledged (by all but Virginians**) as the first Thanksgiving in the colonies.  In 1863, in the midst of 

the Civil War, that President Abraham Lincoln proclaimed a national Thanksgiving Day to be held each 

November.  ** Virginians hold 1605 as the first Thanksgiving held at Berkley Plantation. 

 

1714: First American Restaurant(Boston Dame Mary Milano family owned). 

Ye Olde Union Oyster House open to diners since 1826, is the oldest restaurant in the United States of 

America.  It is located in downtown Boston and continues to serve classic New England Seafood to its 

patrons. Building was designated a National Historic Landmark on May 27, 2023. 

 

1765:First U.S. Chocolate factory 

Baker Chocolate Factory in US was founded in Dorchester, MA. 

 

1784: The Oldest pub in the U.S. opens 

The Bell in Hand bar was established by Jimmy Wilson, Boston’s last known town crier( so not just a 

clever name), who alert to the Boston Tea Party. Located on Union Street(Boston’s oldest operating 

street), Bell in Hand still plays hosts to Boston patrons. 

 

1877: First Cookbook 

The Boston Cooking –School Cook Book(1896) by Fannie Merritt Farmer 

Is a 19th Century general reference cookbook which is still available in reprint and inupdated form. 

 

1877: First woman to earn a Ph.D. 

Although this is not directly culinary, thought woman’s achievement related to Les Dames d’Escoffier.  

Helen Magill White earned her Ph.D. at Boston University. 

 

1891:  FIRST Fig Newtons® 

The first Fig Newton’s were created at the Kennedy Biscuit Works in Cambridge, MA. The cookie was 

named Newton after a nearby town.  It was trademarked as the Fig Newton in1914. 

 

1917: First “Fluffernutter” sandwich 

The sandwich was created in the early 20th century after marshamallow crème, a sweet marshmallow-

like spread, was invented in MA.  Archibald Query of Someville , MA., invented a product he called 

Marshmallow Crème in 1917.  Emma and Amory Curtis of Melrose MA. created Snowflake 

Marshmallow crème in 1913.  During the first World War , Emma Curtis published a recipe for a peanut 

butter/marshmallow crème sandwich thus the earliest known example of a Fluffernutter. 



 

1920: First modern frozen foods 

The first quick-frozen vegetables, fruits, seafoods and meat were sold to the public for the first time in 

1930 in Springfield, MA. Under the trade name Bird’s Eye Frosted Foods®. 

 

1930: First Chocolate Chip cookie 

The chocolate chip cookie was accidentally developed by Ruth Graves Wakefield in 1930. She owned 

the Toll House Inn in Whitman, MA., a very popular restaurant that featured home cooking.  Her 

cookbook Tried and True Recipes was published in 1936 by M Barrows & Company, NY.  It included the 

recipe “Toll House Chocolate Crunch CookIe” which rapidly became a favorite to be baked.. Even 

Today. 

 

1947: First Microwave Oven 

Percy Spencer is the self-taught scientist who discovered the power of microwave technology. Working 

at the new firm-Raytheon during World War II,  he and co-workers developed technology that gave the 

Allies an edge in radar detection.   With simple every day experiments the first microwave oven was 

developed, the 750 pound, five- foot- tall Radar Range. 

 

1950: First Dunkin Donuts ® 

In 1950, Bill Rosenberg opened the first Dunkin’ Donut shop in Quincy, MA.  Dunkin’ Donuts licensed 

the first of man many franchises in 1955.  Dunkin’ Donuts is the world’s leading baked goods and 

coffee chain, serving more than 3 million customers daily.   Dunkin’ Donuts sells more than 52 varieties 

of donuts. 

 

1959: First chapter of Les Dames des Amis d’Escoffier 

Boston’s Grande Dame Eda Saccone obtains charter from Les Amis d’Escoffier to start a chapter of 

women who were the wives and friends of the member of Les Amis. 

              1991: Les Dames des Amis d’Escoffier affiliates with Les Dames d’Escoffier,   International.   Boston 

 joins LDEI. 

              2004:  LARGEST Social Media network conceived Mark Zuckerberg founded Facebook in 2004 while 

 attending Harvard.  A mere decade ago.                 

             2014:  Hope that you found these historical tidbits interesting.   The conference was great. Plan on 

 going to Charleston October 2015.             

 Lenada C. Merrick 

 

  

               

  


